**Genogram Symbols**

Male  
\[\text{\fbox{male symbol}}\]

Female  
\[\text{\fbox{female symbol}}\]

Abortion  
\[\text{\fbox{abortion symbol}}\]

Death  
\[\text{\fbox{death symbol}}\]

Unknown Gender  
\[?\]

Twins  
\[\text{\fbox{twins symbol}}\]

Gay Man or Woman  
\[\text{\fbox{gay man or woman symbol}}\]

Identical Twins  
\[\text{\fbox{identical twins symbol}}\]

Pregnancy  
\[\text{\fbox{pregnancy symbol}}\]

Adopted Child  
\[\text{\fbox{adopted child symbol}}\]

Miscarriage  
\[\text{\fbox{miscarriage symbol}}\]

Foster Child  
\[\text{\fbox{foster child symbol}}\]

**Family Relationships**

Marriage  
\[\text{\fbox{marriage line}}\]

Engagement  
\[\text{\fbox{engagement line}}\]

Separation in Fact  
\[\text{\fbox{separation in fact line}}\]

Cohabitation  
\[\text{\fbox{cohabitation line}}\]

Legal Separation  
\[\text{\fbox{legal separation line}}\]

Cohabitation and Separation  
\[\text{\fbox{cohabitation and separation line}}\]

Divorce  
\[\text{\fbox{divorce line}}\]

Temporary Relationship  
\[\text{\fbox{temporary relationship line}}\]
Emotional Relationships

- Normal
- Friend
- Intimate / Close
- Estranged
- Hostile
- Violent
- Physical Abuse
- Emotional Abuse
- Sexual Abuse
- Neglect
- Manipulative
- Controlling